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SHIFTING 
 
  
Insanity sleeps on a flower  
in a vase beside my bed. 
Blue petals catch the morning sun  
and the water bubbles. 
I take a sip but the water is stagnant 
and Insanity flies away and hides.  
I look under the bed.   
I look behind the toilet. 
I look beneath my pillow  
and Insanity dances there. 
I put my hand up and feel  
It’s breath on my hair.  
When you enter Insanity disappears. 
I am relieved that the colors all match the sounds 
again.  But I am tired.   
The room feels cavernous  
even when everyone is sitting down at the table. 
The air is cold and hollow. 
I pull up the covers.  The moon is bright, 
but the room is dark. 
The moonlight shines on Insanity 
sleeping on blue petals 
falling on my head. 
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CHECKMATE 
 
  
Time-tingled dust tinder, 
doused with atoms not our own 
we rock together, you, me, 
al lullaby of want. 
Pull that sweater tighter,  
the fishnet peepshow 
lacquered with white doves. 
Cloaked and daggered, you’ve paid for your coffin, 
every last nail.  
In hail you could spread your arms 
and receive nothing.  The hour is loud 
but there is nothing to hold except water. 
If only you were hot enough, your heart  
plugged in, then you could weld the atoms down 
into a wire hanger to hang your sweater up. 
We are all lattice cradles, 
sleepless savages, 
fluted, filigreed and stitched.  
Nets cast 
castanets 
click-a-clacking like regular 
rent paid, waiting to be  
paid not 
paid 
waiting.  
Hush now. 
Hear that fine sweaty pulse? 
That’s your heart. 
While it beats, 
you live. 
 
 
 
 



 
WORD 
 
 
There sits, crouched inside my hand,  
a thought.   
Fed well, it drums through my fingers  
and scintillates their tips,  
driving them to curl around  
a word,  
until lamenting, I see the thought  
laughs still amid my fingers  
and has strewn wind eggs  
across the scribbled page.  
And yet, what am I not driven  
to do for that thought?   
I feed it, nourish it,  
play with it –  
my mind grows weary with its care.   
And still the thought turns breech  
inside my hand,  
and I am left laboring.  
If only our thoughts were brought  
up like children, but no; it is I  
who stand sniffling,  
listening like a child. 
 


